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***Includes Practice Test Questions and 114 Step-By-Step Tutorial Videos***Get the test prep help

you need to be successful on the GMAT.The GMAT is extremely challenging and thorough test

preparation is essential for success. GMAT Test Prep: GMAT Secrets Study Guide is the ideal prep

solution for anyone who wants to pass the Graduate Management Admission Test.Not only does it

provide a comprehensive guide to the GMAT exam as a whole, it also provides practice test

questions as well as detailed explanations of each answer.GMAT Test Prep: GMAT Secrets Study

Guide includes:A thorough and detailed review of the GMAT examA review of the analytical writing

assessmentAn in-depth look at the integrated reasoning testA guide to the quantitative testAn

analysis of the verbal testComprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanationsIt's

filled with the critical information you'll need in order to do well on the test: the concepts,

procedures, principles, and vocabulary that the Graduate Management Admission Council (GMAC)

expects you to have mastered before sitting for the exam.The guide is full of specific and detailed

information that will be key to increasing your GMAT score. Concepts and principles aren't simply

named or described in passing, but are explained in detail. The guide is laid out in a logical and

organized fashion so that one section naturally flows from the one preceding it. Because it's written

with an eye for both technical accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to worry about getting

lost in dense academic language.Any test prep guide is only as good as its practice questions and

answers, and that's another area where our guide stands out. Our test designers have provided

scores of test questions that will prepare you for what to expect on the actual GMAT test. Each

answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles and reasoning behind it crystal

clear.We've helped thousands of people pass standardized tests and achieve their education and

career goals. We've done this by setting high standards for our test preparation guides, and our

GMAT Test Prep: GMAT Secrets Study Guide is no exception. It's an excellent investment in your

future.
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So far, I'm really impressed with how simple this book is to read and how it is clear and to the point.

It is perfect for reviewing things already learned and should not take too long to finish reading! The

best part was this it its so affordable! Keep up the good work!

Great content, liked the videos and practice tests included in the review material.

This book is comprehensive, with concepts and practice questions it covers entire exam. Few

preparation guide I read where overloaded with information, but I find this simple and to the point

with practice problems. Normally I have practice of making short notes of which I study so that it

makes easer to review and I find this book works more as notes and easy come back refer.I also

went through the office GMAT test preparation study guide, the difference I find was some of critical

tips and problems where added to the study. Most of the books has practice problems and technics

but the different I find in this book is the strategy and alinement is well taught. To summarize when

look at this size the book I relived a little, as most other books where bulky and yet it convers topics,

tips & strategy I would recommend this product to anyone who is looking for extra material to study

for the GMAT.I received this book for discounted price for my honest review and feedback

I got this book to prepare for application for my Masters - so far GMAT is the most complicated and

scary part of the process. Overall impression of this book is that it is a good quality guide with a lot

of substance and sense. I feel like it has a lot of value, I will explain why:+ It outlines the GMAT as

whole, explains how everything works and what one is to expect, and what kind of preparation is

needed, in general.+ It is written in a clear and professional language, yet it is very easy to relate to

and understand.+ It includes guidelines to the analytical writing assessment, and it is in-depth.+ It

comprehensively explains the reasoning test and gives examples.+ It includes guidelines to the the



quantitative test as well as the verbal test+ I appreciated the in-depth explanation of different issues

and subjects. The practice questions are very helpful to really check your understanding and see if

you can move forward, or need to go back and review material. All the correct answers are

explained, so I can check the logic and reasoning I have used while answering the questions and

see if I understand the whole approach and logic behind it correctly.Conclusion: though it might not

be the only guide/study book I will use to prepare myself for the GMAT test (I just started) - this one

is definitely helpful, and I am sure I will come back to it over and over again. Overall, an honest

guide, and I am very glad that I gave it a try.Please feel free to ask any questions about this product,

I will do my best to answer them! I personally purchased and used this product and will do my best

to give you an elaborate answer. If my review is useful please rate it as "helpful" below.

Disclaimer: I was offered a discount on 'GMAT Test Prep: GMAT Secrets Study Guide: Complete

Review, Practice Tests, Video Tutorials for the Graduate Management Admission Test' by

Educational Publishing, Inc. in exchange for a fair and honest review. Disclaimer over, on the the

review:Pros:- Appears to be organized quite well- Claims to cover all of the subject material on the

exam- Has several practice exams to get you comfortable with the process and how the questions

will be presented to you as well as providing sample material for you to try your knowledge out

onCons:- None that I can see, I'm not an expert in the materialWhile I'm no expert on the GMAT, or

even how to study for the GMAT (the Graduate Management Admissin Test is a computer adaptive

test used to assess some of your anayltical, writing, quantitative, verbal and reading skills in written

english to get into Graduate level programs like an MBA) the text did seem fairly comprehensive. It

includes review material on, apparently, all of the areas that will be tested, practice exams and

some videos. It's your standard mass-produced paper, glued-spine cheap textbook style printing

and binding. If one was preparing for the GMAT, assuming everything in the book is correct, this

would prove to be a handle tool when preparing to take the Graduate Management Admission Test,

GMAT Test Prep: GMAT Secrets Study Guide: Complete Review, Practice Tests, Video Tutorials

for the Graduate Management Admission Test Sold by Educational Publishing, Inc seems to be

worth every penny.

I've receive this product from the seller at a discount or for free to review, To give my honest opinion

and review the product. So here is my honest opinion on it.experience from previously taken this

exam and study through many of the prep booksPros:-This book cover most of the basic for the

GMAT test-Every section is well organize-Tips and trick to every section including technique that



would really save you time when taking this exam-The language use is very well fitted for college

student and easy to understand.-Practice exam very similar to other books which is great, and the

key explain every question in great detail.Cons:-Be warn the book is relatively small compare to

other prep books so it doesn't go in great detail on every subject only provide tips and trick.-Only

have 1 practice examOverall, is an ok study book. I would recommend this book simply because it

break down every subject in easy sub section for you to focus on and study more efficiently if you

are taking this exam in a couple weeks this would be handy. But if you want to do well on the exam i

would recomend getting a book with more study questions and goes more in depth of individual

subject.
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